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Over time, we have become accustomed
to Friedemann Friese’s hallmarks: His
card games shouldn’t necessarily be shuffled after opening the box. In Fine Sand,
players each get a pre-sorted deck for
the first game and try to get rid of the
cards. Therefore, Friese calls his game a
“deck-deconstruction game.” But you also
build something, that is, sand castles; you
pay for them with cards from your deck
and put them on your own discard pile.
Some cards allow you to draw additional
cards; others are of higher value when
you pay.
The first player to completely turn his
deck into sand castles wins. It is also permissible to give your neighbor a “gift” by
putting a card on the symbol card next
to him. If, after the end of a round, all
symbol cards carry such freight, you get
one useless extra card for your deck. Of
course, Friese also developed a campaign
mode for Fine Sand. Every time, three
different special cards of the same kind
from the (also presorted) “Fable” decks
are added to the player decks and cut
some capers during the game. Why not,
for a change, build a sand castle directly
on your neighbor’s discard pile and leave
this problem to him?
-sd
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Abacus presents City of Rome in a compact box in portrait format. It is another
smooth-running one-hour connoisseur
game. The emperor feels like having
Rome renovated. The planners present
their city designs on a 4-by-4 space grid
with residential buildings, temples, and
public buildings. A good water supply
scores particularly many points. Unfortunately, there are up to four applicants
for just a few building cards per round.
The closer your builder is to the emperor,
the earlier you have access to the cards.
Those who build later get more action
points instead. The action points need
to balance out well with the interactions
of the buildings in your city, so that, for
instance, you have enough public buildings bordering your residential areas in
the end, and the point-potent temples

are worth something. A four-page overview, enclosed in the box in addition to
the instructions, makes it easier to understand the multitude of buildings.
-sd

alea
Carpe Diem has the number 18 in the
series of bookcase alea boxes. The
Ravensburger website already announces
the game as a “new strategy knockout by
Stefan Feld.” However, the playing time
of a good hour and a half, and the recommended starting age of 10 years, are
lower than those for its direct predecessors, and the same goes for the alea complexity scale rating of a 3 out of 10.
The game consists of four phases
of seven rounds each; by the end of a
phase, all players will have placed tiles
on at least 28 of the 36 spaces of their
personal Rome boards: villas for the patricians or dwellings for the servants who
breed fish and chickens or grow wine
and herbs. Many buildings count only if
they have been completed; some of them
range over multiple tiles. This becomes
important after each phase, when players trigger two personal scorings. A player
who hasn’t built or harvested appropriately might even get minus points. In this
game, Stefan Feld combines elements
such as the picking of building tiles, and
their clever placement in a display, with
the possibility of availing yourself from a
display of scoring cards before your opponents do.
-sd

Amigo
It is amazing that, despite the multitude of
interesting card games, authors still come
up with original ideas. In 3x8, each player
collects cards and, at the same time, puts
obstacles in the opponents’ way. So far, so
familiar. But the so-called blocker cards
that let you annoy other players are something special. On your turn, put a number
card face up in front of you in order to form
one of up to four rows of ascending numbers. And if the card values have the same
tens digit, you can even get rid of several
hand cards at one go. At the end of your
turn, you may move cards from the end of
the row that you added cards to another

one, which is reminiscent of the shifting
of cards in the traditional solitaire game
Patience. The object of the game is named
in the title, that is, to lay out three rows of
at least eight cards each. The ten blocker
cards give the game a clever aggravation
factor. They allow you to block a certain
opposing row, and the victim can unlock
that row only by adding a card to it that is
beyond the blocked number group. On top
of that, the troublemaker is even rewarded
by getting a larger card hand with immediate effect. Such an incentive tempts even
amiable players to thwart others; and
often, especially in the hot end phase, this
can be necessary in order to secure the
chance to win. Entertaining fun!
-cc

ASS
Oktoberfest has roots in Acquire and
Modern Art, among others. Players are
beer suppliers who provide the festival
tents with the most popular types of
beer. On your turn, choose from three
options. In the beginning, usually three
beer supply cards are auctioned off as a
package. Each player places one bid; you,
as the active player, are the last to bid,
or you pass and take the highest bidder’s
bid. Then you discard one of the three
cards and allocate the other ones to two
festival tents. If there are already cards
laid out there, your card has to exceed
the number value of the top card. Now
you can pay to buy barrel cards of the
two respective types of beer. These cards
have the character of shares; the money
you pay goes to the beer company. The
underlying reason is that, as a second
option, you may sell one of your “beer
shares” and rake in all (!) coins accumulated there. This guarantees a closed circulation of money.
As a third option, you can trigger a
kind of dividend payout, i.e., a scoring.
Each beer supplier sends visitors to a festival tent of his choice by placing some
of his patron tokens there. For the tent
with the most patrons, the “shareholders”
gain victory points according to their participation. Even if multiple types of beer
are served there, only the last-delivered
brand is relevant. The base value for this
is the total revenue in the tent. For thematically unknown reasons, the beer flow
in the festival tent with the highest last
delivery dries out as soon as the second of

Awaken Realms
Greek mythology is rich in gods, heroes,
artifacts, and monsters, and this applies
also to Lords of Hellas. As a typical
Kickstarter product, the equipment of
the game is anything but frugal. Athena,
Zeus, and Hermes are so big that they fit
in the box only if they are taken apart
into pieces. In every multi-player game,
you may, at most, admire one of the three
figures in its full splendor, since the completion of the first god statue sounds the
bell for the showdown.
The fact that each player controls only
one hero and four priests, yet 15 hoplites,
is an indication that the game is not all
that peaceful. And indeed, the player who
brings certain territories under his control
wins. But this is only one of four possible
ways to victory. As an alternative, you can
roam the land with your hero in order to
track down and slay loitering monsters,
sending three of those beasts to Hades.
Whereas leadership abilities are relevant
for the number of hoplites you move on
one turn, the hero’s strength, which determines the initial number of combat cards
drawn, is what matters when you hunt
monsters. Since monsters not only appear
through random events but sometimes
get stronger, you should either deal with
them right away or give them a wide
berth until you have improved the relevant value of your hero.
The two above-mentioned attributes
are also in demand for the – also cardbased – combat against other players.

The reason for these fights is that, in order
to control five territories with temples, you
don’t want to build all these sanctuaries yourself, so you pry them away from
others. The same applies to a completed
monument. Three rounds after the first
statue has been completed with the fifth
and last building part, the game ends. If
nobody has yet succeeded in winning in
other ways, the victorious player is the
one who controls the territory with the
monument.
Because of the numerous cards, Lords
of Hellas is eventful in the full sense of
the word. This applies especially to the
solitaire version that opens up its own historic chapter. The stage for this is shown
on the back of the multi-player board,
where the solitaire player has to confront
the Persian invasion of Xerxes.
The drama proceeds over two acts; the
first one deals with alerting and mobilizing the Greek city states, the second
with the actual battle. A separate rulebook gives stage directions for each act,
making each game a bit different. And
even if you are defeated by Xerxes time
and again, you may at least delight in all
three god statues, which are set up in the
solitaire mode from the beginning. The
only distressing thing is that the illustrations, as well as the sculptures, combine Greek mythology with Warhammer
esthetics – that goes together the same
as whipped cream and wheat beer.  -mh

Blue Orange Games
The popularity of scatological humor, as
it has been rampant in the games world
for a while, is unabated, often without
any wit or intellect. A laudable exception is Who did it. Don’t be fooled by
the cute animal pictures that might lead
you to dismiss this little gem as merely
a children’s game. A little pile of poop
has been discovered in the living room
and players are looking for the owner of
the pet that did it. One player plays an
animal card from his hand, e.g., his parrot,
and says: “It was not my parrot, it was the
X” (for instance, the hamster). Without
a specific order, another player discards
the just-mentioned second animal and
diverts suspicion from his pet by suspecting a different one. If somebody has no
hand cards left, he is off the hook, while
the others keep looking for the guilty
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the three empty beer mugs (“tapped-out
cards” that were initially shuffled into the
beer supply deck) turns up. The suitable
explanation of a security alert regarding a
terrorism threat was probably considered
too drastic, although the majority shareholder concerned could have understood
this very well, due to his loss of profit.
In contrast to Acquire, the “prices”
vary considerably, since the beer sales of
previous brands is de facto stolen by the
successor. Here, speculating for the most
lucrative brand is more difficult and less
obvious, which makes it harder to pursue
a deliberate strategy. Not only the theme
is unconventional, but also the realization of the game mechanisms. But this
shouldn’t scare those off who like auctions. 
-cc
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pet. This is, of course, the last player who
has cards left. So far, so conventional, in
terms of the objective to get rid of one’s
cards. However, it is very likely that things
won’t get that far. If somebody blames an
animal that nobody has left in his hand,
the player is exposed as an obvious liar
and has to take a poop token. The first
player with three tokens loses and has to
clean up after his pet…
Generally, it is advantageous to react
with a card as quickly as possible, of
course. But this doesn’t help once you
blame an animal that is no longer present. Nevertheless, the funny Who did it
makes even players who are pooped out
by memory games laugh.	
-cc
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If you plan to pick up a copy of Gloomhaven at the fair, you should do this
either towards the end of a day or think
about using a handcart. The box dimensions alone make this fantasy adventure
stand out from the mass of new releases.
The box – about the size of a very spacious hamster cage – contains plenty of
game materials: among others, more than
1,700 cards, 17 playable hero classes with
their reification, 47 different enemies,
a thick scenario book, and lots of other
components for setting up and playing
the different scenarios.
Despite the gigantic dimensions of the
entire package, the duration of one game
is, with 45 to 90 minutes, absolutely
reasonable. In 95 different scenarios,
one single hero, or a group of up to four
heroes, heads out to defeat monsters,
collect items, and tackle other known fantasy quests. Even though the group pursues a common objective, each individual
also has a personal agenda in order to
further develop his character. Sometimes,
this entails that you, friendly and seemingly selfless as you are, let the others
go first when it comes to achieving the
group goals. Due to the clever card management, you are constantly confronted
with difficult decisions as to when and
how soon to use your possibilities in order
not to be left with empty batteries at the
decisive moment.
Gloomhaven combines tactical cleverness, semi-cooperative play, diverse
variance, lavish equipment, slight Legacy
elements, and colorful illustrations into
an opulent fantasy adventure that can
captivate players for a long time. How-

ever, the box is sold at a price that is three
to four times higher than for a normal big
game – and that doesn’t even include the
handcart. 
-ct

No matter how cute Way of The Panda
may look, you should not expect you’ll
be able to play it successfully with gut
instinct alone. 
-mh

Cmon

Corax Games

Most zoo directors would even commit
murder to acquire just a pair of these
rare little bears. Nevertheless, Way of
The Panda is hardly addressed to this
target group, although no less than 52 of
these animals are contained in the box.
Instead, it might appeal to those who like
thinking games and appreciate attractive equipment. A dozen of these pandas
have a very impressive stature – after all,
the company goes by the name of Cool
Mini Or Not. The 12 tall figures have been
modeled individually; they can be easily
identified by colored rings at the bottom
of their bases.
Even though the game does not at
all look abstract, you’ll realize that it
basically is when you play it. After the
random placement of the initial buildings
in the six starting villages, Lady Luck’s
influence is over. Everything that follows
can be planned – at least theoretically,
since you need to consider quite a few
parameters. The 24 villages on the board
are connected with one another through
a road network. You can use it only with
some reservation, though, since Ninjas
loiter everywhere. In order to expel these,
your three characters travel around the
area, leaving a guard behind with every
step. Once there are enough guards in the
surroundings of a village, you may build
there. Building temples, markets, and
pagodas not only give you victory points,
but – depending on the type of building –
you can also acquire certain strength tiles
or quest tiles. These tiles help you develop
your characters, and that is important:
the more strength a character has, the
easier it is to travel; the more quests, the
more victory points, which are multiplied
by strength.
Actions, such as erecting a building,
character development, or movement,
are chosen using a tricky board, which
also require guards. Of course, you would
like to immediately leap for the most
interesting actions before somebody else
does and, with this, increase the costs.
But after that, the simpler actions will
be available to you again only one game
turn later. Therefore, the best thing is to
start small.

Seldom has a catch-up mechanism been
so well integrated as in the game Die
Rote Kralle, by the young French author
Antoine Noblet. Each player takes on the
role of a mouse on the run from Red Claw,
the terrifying feline adversary. On your
turn, play a hand card. This card determines the two color rows of the display
from which you have to take two cards.
This way, your (face-up!) card hand grows
more and more. Once players completely
empty one row, they check who has the
most cards and who has the second most
cards of that color in their hands. These
two players get one of the initially laidout “evidence tokens” that normally symbolize the level of a player’s uncovering.
But a few of these tokens help you cover
your own tracks or throw suspicion on an
opponent. In terms of the game mechanisms, this is done by taking one or more
steps on a ten-space path towards the
unfavorable goal with the telling name
“Caught!”
If you arrive at this last space, you (and
only you) lose. However, the closer you
get to the cat, the more options you have
for evasive maneuvers. You may manipulate the display, or keep your cards secret,
or suppress one card during the conservation of evidence. This entails that
the mouse that is currently ahead, and
therefore has to fear the most, has pretty
good chances of soon being passed by
the others, until, shortly before the end,
almost everybody can be affected. This
keeps the emotions up in this compact
card game that is small enough to easily
fit in one’s pants pocket. 
-cc

Cranio Creations
As a result of its relocation from the
German capital to Leira, Portugal, the
company What’s Your Game has currently
left a gap in the field of complex games
– a gap that other publishers, such as
Cranio Creations, are happy to fill. For
instance, with the multi-faceted Newton,
by Simone Luciani and Nestore Mangone,
which even Newton himself would have
needed some time to solve. Here, progress takes place on two game boards at
the same time: One of them deals with

travels to European universities; on the
other, you do research in order to climb
up the tree of technological knowledge or
do physical work. In both cases, numerous privileges await the players, in most
cases granted to the first player to reach
the respective space. On the map, often
a veritable race comes up when an item
suits several players equally well; on the
tree branches, however, you sometimes
have peace (provided your opponents
have gone in other directions); and work
is for the benefit of all players in equal
measure.
Cards, placed on the desk of each player’s personal board, serve as the engine of
the game. The cards show symbols for the
different possibilities of action. Besides
traveling, researching, and working, you
can acquire new cards, which is useful
just for the reason alone that these are
better than those you start with. But you
have to see to more cards anyway, since
you discard one card each round. Fortunately, that doesn’t mean that you lose
it; instead, you slide it under your board
in such a way that the action symbol
remains visible. When you use a card, and
your desk shows matching symbols, each

of these reinforces the efficiency of the
respective action. This makes it attractive
to specialize in certain areas. However,
it is not advisable to ignore the others
completely.
Since co-author Simone Luciani has
already made his mark with Lorenzo Il
Magniﬁco, Tzolk’In, and The Voyages
of Marco Polo, it is not surprising that
everything in this game is intermeshed,
and usually the player who knows how
to optimally use the interdependencies of
the different elements will come out the
best.
-mh

Days of Wonder
Considering its parameters (8 years and
up, playing time: 30 minutes), The River
is not very heavy fare. Nevertheless, there
is plenty to do in this game. Each player
sails on a boat up the river to explore the
area with, initially, four pioneers. You place
workers in order to produce resources, or
claim terrain tiles and place them on your
board – preferably as many tiles of the
same type as possible, since matching
tiles give you good points at the end. But
this is actually not so easy, because the
river meanders and the next free space is

always predetermined. And, even more,
production and storage symbols disappear as you cover the empty spaces on
your board; therefore, you should see to
it that the new terrain tiles also show
useful symbols. Buildings, constructed
by spending the resources you have collected, score a lot of points as well. It is
amazing that authors Ismael Perrin and
Sébastien Pauchon manage with no more
than eight (richly illustrated) pages of
instructions for The River.
-sd

dlp Games
After a journey to the Andes (Altiplano,
sb 7/2017), players now find themselves
in the Chilean harbor city of Valparaiso
that, thanks to free trade, had its economic prosperity in the 19th century. The
two to five players are citizens who want
to profit from this boom. To this end, they
send their trading ship overseas or merchants to the hinterlands, where they can
acquire goods in villages. For your turn,
choose from your more and more numerous action cards. You put them face down
in a row below your personal board in
order to program your next turn. But if the
order of actions you have planned turns
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out to be suboptimal during the current
round, then you can, for a fee, use a card
at an earlier moment than intended.
With no more than ten pages (including
the explanations for all the cards), the
instruction booklet for Valparaiso is relatively short for a 90-minute strategic
trading game.
-sd

Edition Spielwiese
Spring Meadow, the third act of Uwe
Rosenberg’s puzzle opus, takes players
on a walking tour across mountain pastures. This time, the tiles that will be used
are initially placed on each space of the
game board grid. A signpost is constantly
moved around the board, determining the
row you have access to during your turn.
Depending on the table format, you fill
your display either from bottom to top or
from left to right; in doing so, you should
keep marmot burrows visible, if possible,
since this gives you points. You can cover
a burrow only after having put a lid on a
visible one, and to do so, you first need to
have the lid.
As usual, the shapes of the puzzle tiles
make it hard to create completely filled
rows, so gaps come up almost inevitably.
Fortunately, these gaps are repairable. If
you form groups of holes (most tiles have
exactly one hole), you get rock tiles that
allow you to fill the gaps.
Once somebody doesn’t have at least
two tiles to choose from during a turn,
the board is refilled and scored. For this,
all complete rows, plus the bottommost
incomplete one, count. The player with
the most points may stick a hiking pin
into his lapel; and the player who receives
the second pin wins.
Spring Meadow, this latest part of the
trilogy that began with Cottage Garden,
is the most straightforward one and,
in my opinion, also the best; however,
for my taste, the game could last a bit
longer.
-mh
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Fantasy Flight Games
The publisher has high hopes for the new
series of so-called Unique Games. These
are games in which every individual copy
has different components. An algorithm
determines the allocation of cards and
other material to each box, so that two
buyers won’t get the identical game, even
though they purchased the same title.
The flagship of the series is Keyforge;
and since Magic - The Gathering inventor Richard Garfield is the author of this
game, the company hopes for the next
big thing. The duelists are now called
Archons, worshiped like gods by their
followers, and try to forge keys for secret
treasure chambers on an artificial planet
called Crucible.
In terms of the game mechanisms, this
means that each player has his own deck
and works on keys at the beginning of
his turn. To do so, you need a resource
called Aember, harvested by your creatures during your turns. However, these
creatures are inactive when they come
into play; so it might happen that they
already got their ears boxed by an opponent before they become active in the
next round. And maybe this opponent will
even steal the crucial resource. The access
to Keyforge seems very easy: There are
no playing costs, and all can play or discard all their hand cards of one faction.
Then refills their hands to six cards. However, the cards in the decks are assigned
to three different factions. The objective
is to first get your own deck going. Every
deck is unique, a character of its own, as
the company advertises.
The starter box contains two starter
decks and two of these Unique sets of 36
cards. They can’t be combined with later
Unique decks, since each deck has its own
name. At the beginning, there is a pool
of 350 cards and seven factions; that is
sufficient for 104 decillion combinations
– excluding the weakest ones that the
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computer has already left out. If you find
some decks too strong, you can give them
a handicap that is determined by a bid at
the beginning of the game.
In the second Unique game, six landscape types, story cards, and characters
are combined anew every time. In Discover, one to four players initially sit
in a camp, surrounded by an unknown
environment. During the game, they will
explore their surroundings and gather
resources. They can do this either in a
short competitive game or within the
scope of a little story that spans four
scenarios. By the evening, you should be
back at the camp – if you spend the night
alone in the wilderness, then you might
have to draw a hazard card. And you
won’t get as many perseverance points
through a good night’s sleep as the other
players. Only if you have stamina can you
act sufficiently. Each player personally
decides whether to face the upcoming
tasks cooperatively or go it alone at some
point. But if only one participant survives
the adventure, the winner is determined
automatically. According to the company,
this classic exploration game, played in
the storyline mode, provides entertainment from six and a half to eight hours.
If you want, exchange characters and stories with other players; but in this case,
you can’t always be sure that you’ll have
all components that are needed. Therefore, exchange complete games or buy
more copies.
-sd

Feuerland
Continuous rain, darkness, occasional
magnetic storms rolling by – this makes
Magnastorm an ideal resort for all those
who were pushed to the limits of their
good mood by this year’s very long, very
hot, and very dry summer. But there are
also other reasons to stay on this rather
inhospitable planet: natural resources,
lost civilizations, and interesting game
mechanisms. The core elements are two
action panels, one placed above the
other on a two-dimensional board. The
upper one is equipped with workers; the
one at the bottom is initially empty. In
addition, there is one (obviously corrupt)
commander above each of the five columns of the upper board. Since bribery is
all the easier the more secretly things are
done, the price always corresponds to the
number of workers standing below the
respective commander.

Frosted Games
Evidently, game author Uwe Rosenberg
likes to be out and about in the northern
regions. From the local village of Arle, he
made his way to the Lofoten islands last
year, with Nusfjord. Now, in Reykholt, he
offers players jobs as vegetable farmers
and tourism managers in Iceland. Given
the game board where you place three of
your workers and let them perform actions
each round, and considering that you deal
with food, this looks like a typical Rosenberg game. But the publisher doesn’t get
tired of emphasizing that there are two
important features that stand out from the
master’s oeuvre: First, Reykholt is a race in
which your manager runs along the tables
on the tourism track; to advance, you
have to pay vegetables. Second, the game
comes with a story mode that confronts
players with different tasks, and along
with the constantly changing event cards,
prevents players to gamble like clockwork.
The playing time and the instructions are
also shorter than you are used to in games
from this author.
-sd

Hans im Glück
With Carcassonne Safari, the latest offshoot of the world’s most successful series
of tile-laying games, now Africa comes
into contact with the little square tiles,
too. According to the maxim “tile-laying
games and animals always work well,”
the latter do, and how! Besides animals
appearing on the normal land tiles, there
is an additional type of tile that shows a
quarter of a circle with one animal in it.
On each turn, expand the yellow savannah with a suitable land tile and, if you
like, place a meeple on it, so that you can
score for this in the end. The landscape is
traversed by animal paths (ex-roads) and
covered with bush areas (ex-cities), and
it is inhabited by five species (elephants,
zebras, monkeys, giraffes, and lions).
A striking element is the baobab trees
(something like ex-monasteries) where
you can place a meeple, which allows
you to draw two animal tiles. As usual,
if an area is scored once, it can no longer
be expanded. What’s unusual, though, is
that it is not the size of the area that matters, but the number of different species.
One animal scores one point; all five are
worth a fat 15 points.
To increase the point value, you may
give up one animal tile of a different
species per scoring. Therefore, consider
scoring many small areas of your own,
improving these results with an additional
animal, instead of scoring large areas. But
that’s not all: You can use animal tiles to
start a waterhole in one corner of a tile
and to occupy it. The other players can
expand this waterhole with their animal
tiles and score for this as well. When a
hole is completed by placing the fourth
tile, it is scored again. Carcassonne
Safari plays as easily as the original and
is a fresh variation of the tried and tested
system.
-ct

Huch
In Forum Trajanum, Stefan Feld lets players build in ancient Rome. You first need
to take good care of your own Colonia
and send your citizens to the capital only
after that; once there, they give you additional points at the Forum.
At the beginning, each player’s individual board is almost completely covered
with tiles. Street cards specify from which
row and column you may pick two facedown tiles. This way, you uncover sites
on which you’ll try to erect buildings that
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On your turn, choose to either place
a worker on the bottom panel and thus
secure one of the two standard actions
(gain resources or move) or to buy one
of the commanders. Taking over commanders primarily grants you all kinds
of special abilities; standard actions give
you resources and enable you to explore
the planet, which helps you advance on
the columns of the research board. If the
upper board gets empty (which doesn’t
necessarily mean that each player had
the same number of turns), the round
ends. After an interim scoring, the full
panel is moved to the top and the empty
one is placed at the bottom.
Four public objective cards determine
what you’re aiming for. Two of them
give you rewards for a specific progress
of knowledge; the other two have to do
with the exploration of the planet. Since
the title-giving magnetic storm is raging
over the surface, the right timing is of
the essence in order not to lose exploration ships that you placed, but not yet
used. Magnastorm is far less complex
than Feuerland’s Terra Mystica, but it
comes with a coherently intermeshed and
well-balanced game flow as well. Michael
Menzel set the mood for this science fiction world with gloomy, atmospheric illustrations.
-ct
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give you points and resources. But before
this can happen, you pass one of the tiles
you picked up to your right neighbor, and
receive one from the player on your left.
Then you decide whether you want to
use one – or maybe even both – of your
tiles. For the construction of a building,
you need builders, assistants, and workers; the latter should preferably match
the color of the building you’re working
on. But, as usual with this author, there
are numerous possibilities to bypass
constraints, and all the more options to
generate points. In order to make enough
use of these options, players should give
themselves at least two hours and have
relevant game-playing experience.  -sd
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Once again, Jeff Allers and Bernd Eisenstein collaborated. Despite some layers of
mechanisms, the outcome is amazingly
straightforward for this company. The
reason might be that they were inspired
by Carcassonne, as the authors admit
frankly. However, Pandoria has moved
far away from this origin. The game is
still about placing the land tiles you have
drawn in the best possible way, but with
the difference that they are not square in
this game, having the shape of double
hexagons. They are used to form areas of
the same landscape type and, first and
foremost, complete them. As a reward,
you get resources; but it’s not the figures inside that area that take the profit
(unfortunately, these are just removed),
only those at the edge. Anything that
exceeds ten pieces of one kind of resource
that you can get this way is worth one
third of a victory point. The remainder can
be used for buying multi-functional cards,
which allow you to cast spells or can be
turned into buildings. Once the latter
have done their part, they suit as foundations for highly point-potent monuments.
Even though the instructions have
been formulated very succinctly, the no
more than four pages allow players easy
access to the game. A beginner’s version
contributes to this as well; here, among
other things, the yet-unmentioned special
abilities of the participating factions are
ignored. 
-mh

Japon Brand
The two players alternate in placing
a street tile, thus jointly creating the
16-square grid that Shibuya is based on.

Each player strives to get his pedestrians
to the opposite side of the street. Each of
the tiles, arranged in a square, consists of
four spaces in two alternative attributes:
colors (black or white) and shapes (circle
or square). A pedestrian moves orthogonally along the road any number of
spaces, but only as long as all the spaces
he enters have the same attribute. If you
set up the playing area cleverly, then you
might lay out a continuous route that
possibly even reaches the opposite side –
for one or even more of your pedestrians.
Your opponent can then try to obstruct
you by drawing a face-down tile and
using it to cover one of the already-laidout tiles, which will cost a complete turn,
though. As soon as one player brings six
pedestrians to the opposite side, or has
three more pedestrians there than his
opponent, he wins. In this short and tricky
tactical gem that can also be played as a
team version for four players, the set-up
phase is of utmost importance.
In the world of games, the children’s
world is still intact. In such a world, kids
don’t wither away while constantly playing
with their smartphone so that they risk
shortsightedness; instead, they scuffle in
order to gain reputation – at least according to the introductory story of Strongest
Bully, which was renamed Richest Rascal
shortly after its release. The objects of
desire are toys that improve your status,
such as a spinning top, a doll house, or a
kite, just to name three of the six card categories. Searching for his best buddy, the
leader begins by playing a hand card, face
up. All the others counter with a face-down
card that they reveal when everybody has
made his decision. The player whose card
value matches the leader’s card value
becomes his best buddy. If nobody played
such a matching card, the same category
counts. In case of a tie, the leader chooses
at his discretion. Now the cards just played
by everybody are distributed between
the leader and his new friend. The leader
decides how to distribute the cards, and
immediately carries out this distribution
if his friend agrees. But if the friend feels
cheated and declines, both go away empty-handed, and the cards will be carried
over to the next round. Or the leader leaves
the distribution of the cards to his buddy
and chooses one of the two suggestions
made by the friend.
In the end, three or more cards of each
toy category give you a bonus. In addi-

tion, in each category, it is either the highest or the lowest point value that counts,
depending on how many times in the
game all players had the same numbers.
A smart variant of the classic pie distribution, as has been realized in games
before, e.g., in Canal Grande, San Marco,
and Dynasties.	
-cc

Jumbo
“The battle for drinking water” is the
subtitle of Okavango, by the established
Kramer/Kiesling team, which suggests
an action-packed scramble at the African river. But in fact, the game primarily
consists of a tile-laying mechanism that
feels more like a Rummy variant. Each
player starts with 13 animal tiles. On your
turn, exchange all animals at a waterhole
for a few from your supply – under the
condition that you place only animals of
one species and at least as many. If the
number is the same, the exchanged animals need to have a higher rank in the
hierarchy. As a bonus, you get maximally
the same number of animals from the
face-up general supply, provided they are
lower in the hierarchy and there are that
many of the same kind available. Which
becomes less and less likely over the
course of the game. At some point in the
last third of the game, at the latest, the
supply will be used up.
You earn victory points for placing the
required minimum number of animals at
a waterhole. This way, you could get a
few points pretty soon, but at the price
of considerably thinning out your own
animal population. It is much more efficient to exchange back and forth with
the aim of minimizing your losses or even
making slight gains. Only towards the
end does a race for the particularly valuable and large waterholes begin. If you
have waited too long and are left with
your now-worthless animals, then you’ll
lose out. But if you place your animals
cleverly, you can do good exchanges in
several turns and rake in victory points
without losing many animals. Okavango
works impeccably; however, some players
may not like the abundance of exchange
processes, considering them meaningless
and effortful to execute.
-cc

Next Move
It has become quite the custom to offer
not only the current “Spiel des Jahres”
winner for Christmas but, if possible, even

a successor game. So, after Azul was published one year ago, now Azul - Stained
Glass of Sintra, again by Michael Kiesling, will follow. While equipping the
sales counters is done very quickly, it
takes a bit longer, as usual, to arrange the
tiles at the construction site. Remember:
Last time, you had to decorate the Palace
of Evora of King Manuel I with tiles; now,
the Portuguese ruler demands that, right
after that, players take care of the drafty
windows of Sintra.
When it comes to the game mechanisms, you still pick tiles from factory
displays and place them on your player
board. What’s different now is that you
properly insert everything directly, without interim storage, into window frames.
Any materials you take, but do not use,
immediately get broken – after all,
you’re dealing with glass! You place the
window panes on the window panel of
your own part of the palace, always to
the right of your glazier, who is balancing on the panel and may be put back to
the very left only if you skip a turn. If you
fit in the appropriate glass colors and fill
your panel completely, then you’ll get
immediate points; turn over your panel

so that you can also fill the back, and
most likely score again at the final scoring. Even though the feel of play is very
similar, the new game confronts players
with new tasks that seem to be even
more variable than in the predecessor
game. And who knows what else author
Michael and king Manuel will come up
with in the future. After all, Manuel has
no furniture yet…
-sd

Palatia Spiele
Transferring characteristics of the German
Palatinate region into games is the specialty of the small publishing house of
Klaus Geis. After his Ebbes, he presents
another trick-taking game with local color:
Dubbe. “Dubbe” is the Palatine word for
“points.” Here, it stands for the indentations on the Palatine “Dubbe” glass, a
half-liter drinking glass for wine spritzer
that is dotted with circular depressions
for an easier grip, which also explains the
unusual design on the game box. These
glasses are mainly used at regulars’ tables
in Palatine pubs, where the same characters with their special features always
stop by time and again. Such a character
role is taken on by the first player to play

a card in the lead suit. He keeps up this
role until somebody else takes over a trick
led in the same suit. With the change,
points are awarded – but, depending on
the character, these can be plus points or
minus points.
The smart-alecky “Aagewwer” (“Angeber” = “braggart”) is linked to the trump
suit and gives its current owner one minus
point per trick. The well-liked “Weschwieschmän” (“Weißt du, was ich meine?” =
“Do you know what I mean?”) is assigned
with the first leading non-trump suit; after
that, the lamenting “Jammerlabbe” (“Jammerlappen” = “whiner”) follows. The ignorant “Jo Lossen” (“Ach, lass ihn doch!” =
“Leave him alone!”), a misfit at the table,
has no clue about anything but nevertheless wants to have a say in everything;
he is conceded not to have to follow suit
(unless it is the suit assigned to him). Last
but not least, there is the “Gliggsridder”
(“Glücksritter” = “chevalier of fortune”)
who represents the fifth suit and, like the
“Weschwieschmän,” rakes in plus points.
Dubbe is an equivalent successor to Ebbes.
It is a bit more luck-dependent, and the
emotions go all the higher due to the frequent change of roles.
-cc
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Pegasus
Reiner Knizia’s card duel Dragon Master
refines his past publications Sono (from
the book Neue Denk- und Kartenspiele)
and Prisma. The game comes with 20
square cards with point values from 0 to
3, and eight of these cards are dealt to
each of both players. In turn, each player
lays out a hand card until a playing area
of 4-by-4 spaces has been formed. One
player scores for the rows, the other, for
the columns. A single card is scored the
indicated point value. Two cards with the
same number score ten times as many
points, and three cards with the same
number score a whopping 100 points.
But there is a snag – as is typical from
this author: Each player scores only for his
weakest line! Therefore, your strongest
combos are worthless if you have one
really weak line. Straightforward and so
short that one doesn’t mind playing several games in a row. 
-cc
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The question of what happens if a planet
has permanent daylight on one side, and
constant night on the other, makes slight
shivers run up and down your spine. In
Solenia, players can try this out. And
since the day-and-night rhythm on the
planet causes problems, you supply the
inhabitants with goods with the help of
an airship. The night hemisphere urgently
needs wood and wheat, and the day hemisphere needs water and stone. You deliver
all these resources by putting one of your
hand cards next to the airship or adjacent
to another one of your cards on the variable board. But when the airship moves
on, the strip that is furthest back is first
evaluated, then turned over and placed in
the front, in the direction of flight. Thanks
to the color scheme, you really get the
impression of an airship flying over day
areas and dawn strips, and through the
night. This is pretty unusual and appealing in terms of the visual appearance as
well as the game mechanisms. The player
who placed his deck of 16 hand cards
most successfully, and thus accumulated
the most points, wins. 
-sd

Queen Games
The Japanese The King of Frontier has
been developed considerably and now
republished under the title Skylands,
in a game box many times larger. Each
player creates an island world on his

personal board by placing square tiles;
these tiles are similarly structured as in
Carcassonne, a game that undoubtedly
acted as the model for Skylands. The
active player chooses one of four actions,
and after that, all the others carry out
the same action. The active player gets
a certain bonus – a principle that has
been well known since the role assignment in Puerto Rico. At the beginning
of the game, players particularly like to
choose the “Explore” action, according to
which everybody picks one of the face-up
tiles and places it in order to build forest,
mountain, crystal or city islands on his
board without letting breaklines come up,
just as in Wrede’s Carcassonne.
In a separate action, you choose one
type of inhabitant that helps you to set
your production machine in motion.
You send color-matching meeples to all
spaces on one (largest possible) island;
only the active player also equips another
one. These inhabitants are used for payment in the two other actions. In one of
these actions, you build special islands
that grant you one-time or permanent
privileges, or give you victory points in
the end for certain islands or inhabitants. Alternatively, you gain immediate
victory points if you have places on your
city islands for inhabitants of the type
required. As soon as one player covers the
next to last space on his board, the final
scoring takes place. In addition to the victory points you collect during the game,
you mainly score points for completed
islands, whereas empty spaces give you
minus points. Even more than in Carcassonne, you hope for the appropriate tile,
and the game actually provides a considerably larger selection of them; and partially, you have targeted access to them.
Especially the special tiles enable the
island-builders to pursue different strategies. The playing time of a good half hour
is amazingly short.
Hardly any of the established elements of classic worker placement is
missing in Bastille. Each player represents one faction in the French Revolution and tries to take influence at seven
locations in Paris. In three rounds at the
beginning of each cycle, players, in turn,
place their three influence tiles that have
a value of 1 or 2, even up to 4 later on. In
the evaluation phase, all seven locations
are resolved and the respective bonuses
are awarded.

The player with the most influence at a
location acts there first; in case of a tie, the
player who has placed his tiles earlier prevails. The higher the influence value and
the sooner you have your turn, the better
are the local conditions in the form of
discounts, higher yields, or better choices.
At Notre Dame, one of the locations, you
upgrade your tile; in the Catacombes, you
invest your followers by throwing wooden
cubes into a bag. At Place Louis, you buy
characters in the form of cards. Having
them has a positive effect at many points,
due to their abilities; therefore, acquiring
them is indispensable. However, most of
them need weapons. In order to avoid
minus points in the end, you steal the
appropriate weapons from the Bastille.
At the end of each round, the owners of
the cards receive bonuses. After the first
half of the game, an interim scoring takes
place; and in the end, you can get good
points as well. Among other things, the
followers happen to turn up; their owner
selects a bonus that is still available. The
character cards score the victory points
indicated; plus, you earn points for completed mission cards. All mechanisms
intermesh perfectly. Considering that you
have only three influence tiles for seven
locations, dilemmas are inevitable, of
course, as is the typical feeling that your
opponents will always snatch away the
best places. Long-term planning will pay
off in any case. After the first game, I can
only say: I demand revenge! 
-cc

Ravensburger
In 2012, as part of the “Einfach Spielen”
(easy play) series, Ravensburger published Der grosse Wurf: a dice arena in a
deep trough inside the box into which the
player throws a die, hoping to knock over
other dice in such a way that as many
as possible show the same symbol; then
he is allowed to pick those dice up. Once
somebody has no dice left, he is out of
the game. This game made serious players shake their head, especially when it
turned out that occasional players had
fun with this dice-romp.
Now, the game is brought back to
the market in a more compact box. It
has been made suitable for the international market – not only with the new
title Impact - Battle of Elements. The
mundane dice pips are gone; instead, the
sides of the dice show various elements
such as lightning, air, or water. The basic

amount of patience, and what is required
is far-sighted planning over more than
one round.
The fact that you are sometimes dependent on the staff of other entrepreneurs
can be pretty irritating. This makes offices
in your own building all the more attractive, since these might provide highly
attractive private spaces for placement,
besides other advantageous functions.
Demanding and not exactly short, but the
time is well invested.
-mh

In act four, the summation, players use
the cards they have kept from the first
three acts; in act five, the verdict is pronounced by adding up the current trait
values of the jurors. If the total is below
100, the defendant is declared insane or
even acquitted as having been proven
innocent.
In the tradition of Twilight Struggle
(GMT), a tug of war takes place where
you use cards either for standard actions,
according to their point value, or for triggering the event indicated. However, it
is unusually difficult to make a decision,
since the events can have very different
effects depending on the current stage of
the legal drama.
The original was released by Victory
Point Games in 2016, in third-world
quality. Now, in cooperation between
several companies, this version has been
replaced by a professionally manufactured edition.
-mh

Spielworxx
Victory Point Games
Louis Riel ended up at the gallows: High
Treason! Whether a miscarriage of justice took place, or a rebel deserved this
punishment, in 1885 is still a matter of
controversy among historians. And of
course, prosecutor and defense attorney
differ in opinion and want to get justice
for their side. The means to this end are
cards and the course of a process over five
acts. In the first act, both try to get an
impression of the character of each juror,
and prosecution and defense are allowed
to dismiss three of the 12 persons – probably those who might tend to be in favor
of the opposing side. The three (initially
face-down) jurors’ traits – occupation,
religion, and language – can give players
a hint as to whom they want to exclude.
In acts two and three, the two parties focus on increasing the relevance of
certain traits, e.g., of the profession of
a civil servant or the Protestant confession. Alternatively, they strive to convince
jurors of their point of view, in order that
these can influence other jurors, which
ideally carries a snowball effect.

Contributors to the fair report:
Christwart Conrad (cc), Stefan Ducksch (sd),
Matthias Hardel (mh). Christof Tisch (ct).
Translation: Sybille and Bruce Whitehill (sbw).
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As usual, you have to hurry up if you want
to buy a game from this company and
don’t want to wait for years for a reprint or
new edition. Whether Ground Floor will
be released anywhere else at all is doubtful, though, since this already is the second
version. It differs considerably from the
edition published by Tasty Minstrel Games
in 2012 – for instance, by a newly added
building, the stock exchange.
Up to five young entrepreneurs work
on the image of their start-ups. At the
beginning, they all reside in low-rise
buildings (hence, on the ground floor)
and build new stories over time in order
to have room for more offices and to
gain prestige. The motor of this process
of growth is money, of course, but information is indispensable, too. Both things
are available at the – already fully developed – city center, where the spaces of
eight buildings are waiting for the young
entrepreneurs’ staff. Rather atypical for
the genre, the return you get from the
spaces is highly variable; sometimes,
an investment doesn’t pay off at all. In
any case, you need more than the usual

spielbox
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rules have remained unchanged. But now,
the game comes with a variant according
to which one element dominates in each
game, and requires additional actions if it
comes up two or more times in the arena.
Sometimes, you have to throw one more
die; other times, you pass your supply to
your neighbor; or dice are piled up. Not
the right thing for serious players? I recommend: just wait and watch what happens.
-sd
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